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From the editor
iN thiS iSSUe
Welcome to another issue of  
Exaggerated Features. I have 
culled some interesting morsels 
for your reading pleasure. 

Sitting drawing for hours a day 
can lead to some pretty serious 
sore muscles. I have recruited 
Melanie Rogers, a pilates 
instructor from one of the top 
fitness studios in the nation, to 
share some easy stretches that 
might help prevent or at least 
lessen some of that pain and 
discomfort. 

Celestia Ward is back with an-
other informative article, this time 
discussing the science behind 
that question we frequently ask 
in our business: “What color are 
your eyes?” Eye color is a little 
more complex than you would 
imagine! Celestia explains why.

We also have a Step by Step 
article on page 20 where Sam 
Sutton leads us through his 
drawing process. On page 23, 
Bruce Outridge talks about the 
benefits of accepting more than 
cash when running a business. 
And on page 18, you will find the 
second installment of Michael 
White’s series on how to become 
a better artist.

It is time to submit nominations 
for the board, see page 3. Also, 

it’s not too late to sign up for the 
next minicon in Eindhoven. See 
page 23 for more info. And there 
is one more chance to enter the 
drawing for the Apple gift card. 
Deadline to submit artwork is 
August 20.

One of our newer series will be 
the Master Piece section. This 
section features articles from 
Past Golden Nosey winners on 
various subjects. In the last is-
sue, Paul Gaunt discussed the 
mentality that goes into drawing 
caricatures. Tom Richmond is 
the second author in this series. 
Tom gives us a little insight into 
how he got to where he is today. 
Have a subject you would like 
to see a Master tackle? Let us 
know. 

The final installment of Lee 
Suckow’s “Moving On” deals 
with a similar subject to Tom’s. 
Lee passed away just days after 
submitting his article. I dedicate 
this issue in his memory.

Debbie “debbo” Burmeister 
Exaggerated Features  
Editor/Art Director 
efeditor@caricature.org

the cover
Congratulations to the winner of this year’s cover contest, 
Charles Hefling. This cover features American comedian 
David Sedaris, author of the recent best-selling book  
entitled Let’s Explore Diabetes With Owls. For more info 
on the artist, see page 24 in the Showcase section.
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Hello, everyone! It’s that time of 
year again, when kids are out of 
school, families are on vacation, 
and caricaturists across the world 
are sweating it out (quite literally) 
through a busy summer season. It’s 
not easy work, but for many of us 
it’s a bit of a jump in income that we 
enjoy for a few months as a reward 
for all our hard labor. 

Your ISCA Board of Directors cur-
rently has a lot of irons in the fire. 
While you can always keep an eye 
out online for monthly updates, here’s 
an update on one of the most impor-
tant issues we’ve been tackling lately 
― our website: Last issue, I reported 
that we had switched to a new server. 
As it turned out, the problems with 
the website went a bit deeper than 
that. Outdated software, numerous 
technical glitches, and a very static, 
dull functionality continued to plague 
both the Forum and the website itself. 
Dan Almariei, ISCA webmaster/sec-
retary extraordinaire, had graciously 
volunteered his time to work on re-
building our site from the ground up. 
However, the board members unani-
mously agreed that a paid, third-party 
web designer was needed to bring 
this to fruition as soon as possible. 
The work began in May, and ― much 
to the dismay of many of our mem-
bers ― the Forum was temporarily 
shut down once again.  However, as 
you read this, the project ought to be 
nearing completion, if it’s not already 
up and running. 

It has now been one year since 
the creation of our Members-Only 
page on Facebook. Many of you are 
already aware of what a HUGE suc-
cess it has been, and continues to be! 
Photos taken at gigs, studio works-

in-progress, questions about our 
trade, funny observations, and even 
the occasional rant or two … these 
are just a few of the couple dozen or 
so posts featured every single day! If 
you like the sort of instant interac-
tion Facebook is capable of, then 
you will LOVE the ISCA Members 
page! As of this writing, our page 
has 285 members. For anyone on 
Facebook who hasn’t yet joined, or 
for anyone who wasn’t aware this 
page existed, all you have to do is go 
to this URL…https://www.facebook.
com/groups/153696601431624/…
and ask to join in on the fun! If your 
ISCA Membership dues are all paid 
up, you’ll be allowed to participate 
for as long as your Membership re-
mains current. Discussing the art of 
caricature with your peers is an im-
portant part of what we do, and this 
is just another way for you to get the 
most out of your ISCA Membership! 

Now, onto this issue of EF! While 
we don’t have a “themed” issue like 
our digital issue this past spring, we 
do still have a variety of things for 
you to read this time around. You’ll 
see some articles geared toward both 
seasoned, hardened veterans as well 
as rookies who are spending their 
first or second summer getting their 
feet wet. One such article is the final 
one in a series by Mr. Lee Suckow, a 
longtime ISCA/NCN member who, 
unfortunately, passed away shortly 
after putting the finishing touches on 
his writing.  

As I mentioned earlier, summer can 
be a difficult time to get through, 
as the heat, the crowds, the noise, 
and the larger-than-usual influx of 
tourists can easily leave an artist 
feeling really bogged down. It is so 

very important, particularly this time 
of year, for us caricaturists to try to 
remain focused on why we all got 
into this business in the first place. 
We like drawing! We like drawing 
faces! And we want to get BETTER 
at it! Let the pages of this issue wash 
over you like a refreshing sum-
mer shower, with inspiration, sage 
advice, and (hopefully) a chuckle 
or two from your peers around the 
globe. Enjoy the work you do this 
season, as well as the bit of extra 
cash you make while doing it! Until 
next time, friends! 

Lorin Bernsen 
President 
International Society of Caricature 
Artists

Letter  
    the Presidentfrom

Lorin Bernsen
President

https://www.facebook.com/groups/153696601431624/
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President: The chief executive officer of 
the association. He/She holds the respon-
sibility of the general and active manage-
ment of the affairs of the association, and 
sees that all orders and resolutions of the 
Board of Directors are carried into effect.  

Vice President: Assists the President in 
the management of ISCA, heads up mem-
bership drive and assists in the planning 
and operation of the annual convention. 
Additional duties may include assisting 
with the quarterly publication, Exag-
gerated Features. The Vice President is 
also next in line to ascend to the office 
of President in case the sitting President is 
unable to complete his or her term.  

Secretary: Attends all meetings of the 
Board of Directors and the members, 
records all votes and actions there taken, 
maintains the minutes or records of all 
proceedings, and performs like duties 
when requested by the Board of Direc-
tors or the President. The Secretary shall 
give, or cause to be given, notice of all 
meetings of the members and special 
meetings of the Board of Directors.  

Treasurer: The chief financial and ac-
counting officer of ISCA and shall have 
custody of all funds and securities, shall 
deposit all monies and other valuable 
effects in the name and to the credit of 
the Association, and shall keep full and 
accurate records and books of account 

of the Association. The Treasurer shall 
perform these duties when requested by 
the board of directors or the President, in-
cluding preparation of any accounting of 
financial transactions or proposed budget 
for ISCA.  

As mentioned in the current issue  
of EF, members are now choosing  
four (4) people to serve as the board of 
directors. The Board of Directors chooses 
who will serve the board as officers. In 
most cases, the board will select them-
selves for each office. It’s a little differ-
ent than how we have done it in the past 
and it was strongly recommended by our 
attorneys who are following common 
law practices from most major non-profit 
trade organizations. This election will 
conclude at the annual business meeting 
during this year’s annual convention in St. 
Pete’s Beach, Florida. The new term will 
begin November 20th, 2013 and last until 
the next annual convention in November, 
2014.  

Other than President and Treasurer, most 
of these positions are a minimal invest-
ment of your time, roughly a total of 5-15 
hours a month. Most of the responsibility 
of the board members comes into play at 
the annual convention. These responsibili-
ties include helping at registration and 
overall assistance at the event. Through-
out the year, the President will call on the 

board members for assistance in certain 
projects and overall decisions of the or-
ganization. So, if you think you can help 
ISCA grow, and have a few hours a month 
to spare, nominate yourself for a posi-
tion! All new board members are guided 
through the operations of the organization 
and trained in their position. Show your 
support; join the board!  

Now that you’re interested in the prospect 
of supporting this tremendous organiza-
tion of ours, here’s what you do to submit 
your nomination:  

Submit your nominations on the forum 
in the nominations thread. Make sure 
your nomination is seconded. (Another 
member must post their support of your 
nomination) Then contact ISCA Secre-
tary, Dan Almariei, at secretary@carica-
ture.org. Nominations must be made no 
later than September 1st, 2013 to qualify 
for the 2013-14 election.  

If needed, a ballot will be printed in the 
pre-convention EF for all members to 
vote on and mail back to the Secretary 
by the voting deadline. The top four (4) 
members receiving the most votes will 
become board members. Those members 
who do not make the voting deadline 
may still cast their ballot in person at the 
annual convention during the annual busi-
ness meeting. 

Paraphrased from the ISCA Bylaws:

No fewer than four (4) Directors shall comprise the 
Board of Directors. The Directors shall be elected each 
year at the Annual Member Meeting, by the affirma-
tive vote of a majority of the Voting Members, provided 
that a quorum is present. Directors shall be at least 
twenty one (21) years of age but need not be residents 
of the United States (except for the office of Treasurer.) 
Each Director must be a Voting Member of the Cor-
poration. No person may serve as a Director if such 
person has been convicted of a felony in their country 
of citizenship unless otherwise approved by the Board 
of Directors.

The Officers of the Corporation shall be chosen by the 
Board of Directors and shall consist of a President, a 

Vice President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer. No two 
(2) or more offices may be held by the same person. 
Each Officer must be a Voting Member of the Corpo-
ration. No person may serve as an Officer if such per-
son has been convicted of a felony in their country of 
citizenship, unless otherwise approved by the Board 
of Directors. Any existing member of the Corporation 
who has a membership in good standing for a mini-
mum of one (1) year is eligible to serve as an Officer 
except for the office of President. The President must 
be an existing member of the Corporation with a 
membership in good standing for a minimum of two 
(2) years.

Below is a description of each officer position made 
up of or chosen by the board of directors:

Call For Nominations 
For the ISCA Board of Directors

mailto:secretary@carica-ture.org
mailto:secretary@caricature.org
mailto:secretary@carica-ture.org
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Tradewinds Island Grand Resort  
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Featuring Guest Speaker 
Jota Leal 

Join Us Again In Sunny Florida for the 

22nd Annual 
ISCA Convention!
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Registration is now open!
ISCA members can register at http://www.caricature.
org/caricature_convention_registration.php  Simply select 
the number of members and guests you’d like to register, and 
click “Pay Now”.
You’ll be directed to PayPal, a fast, free, and secure method 
of payment. You can pay with MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express, or Discover!

You can also pay via check or money order.
Send check payments to:

ISCA
922 W Drayton
Ferndale, MI 48220
USA

Registration Information
$ 195 USD Early registration (until 11:59pm on Aug. 31, 2013)
$ 250 USD Regular registration (Sept. 1, 2013 - Nov. 1, 2013)
$ 295 USD Late/onsite registration (Nov. 2, 2013 or later)

$160 USD guest registration (regardless of registration date]
Guests receive access to the main ballroom, ice breaker, 
welcome breakfast and banquet. Does not include seminar 
entrance.  

Day Pass- Monday - Thursday  $60
Day Pass holders receive entrance to the seminars and  
ballroom, on the day that the pass is valid.

Day Pass- Friday only  $100
Day Pass holders on Friday, 11/22 receive entrance to  
seminars and to the Awards Banquet.

Friends & Family Pass $20
Allows the guest of a paid member entrance into the ballroom 
for the day of the pass only. Must be escorted by the ISCA 
member at all times.

Gold Member- VIP Guest Pass $25
ISCA Gold Members may purchase a guess pass to  
the VIP Event.

ISCA CONVENTION REFUND POLICY
100% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 9/1/13
75% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/1/13
50% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/15/13
*You also have the option to carry over your registration fees-  
to the 2014 convention by contacting the ISCA Manager.

Airport Info
The Tradewinds Island Grand is easily accessible  
from three (3) major airports:
St. Petersburg/Clearwater International Airport (PIE)  
about 30 minutes from resort
Tampa International Airport (TPA)   
about 40 minutes from resort
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport (SRQ)  
about 50 minutes from resort
SuperShuttle services all three airports.  
www.supershuttle.com

�

Hotel Information
Tradewinds Island Grand Resort
5500 Gulf Boulevard,  
St. Pete Beach, FL 33706 USA

Call the Group Reservations Department:  
800-808-9833 and mention ISCA for your 
discounted rate! Or reserve online at  
www.justletgo.com/isca.aspx (No promo 
code is needed -just select your dates 
and click “check rates”) Make your room 
reservations by Thursday, October 10 to get 
the ISCA discounted rate! Room  
rate is available for 3 days prior and 3 days 
after the convention.

The ISCA/Tradewinds Resort 
package includes:
• $124/night rate for Hotel Parlor Rooms. 
All parlor rooms include wet bar with mini 
fridge, microwave, coffee maker, toaster, and 
mini-bar; hair dryer, iron/board. 
• 20% Food & Beverage discount card, good  
at all 14 bars/restaurants at the resort
• Wi-fi in guest rooms and common areas, 
Daily coffee and local newspaper, Domestic 
in/out faxes,  
Use of the Business Center, Use of fitness  
center and tennis courts, Beach Cabana  
(1 per room) Miniature Golf & Paddleboats 
and more.

http://www.caricature.org/caricature_convention_registration.php
http://www.supershuttle.com
http://www.justletgo.com/isca.aspx
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A Master Piece

A Midwest 
Caricaturist

I’ll never forget my first 
summer drawing caricatures. 
It was 1985 and I was a new 

artist for Fasen Arts at Six Flags 
Great America in Gurnee, Illinois. 
Madonna was the newest pop 
star, Arnold Schwarzenegger was 
a budding action movie hero, and 
people would actually recognize 
a sample of Grace Jones hanging 
on the wall. I had just turned 19 
and was getting paid to draw. 
Paid. Real money (sort of). I spent 
that summer thinking, in my best 
stereotypical Italian cartoon voice, 
“Thees eesa da life!”

in

King Alfred’s Court
...or “A Theme Park Caricaturist’s Long 
Journey Down a Freelance Path”
 By Tom Richmond

This Page: Harry Reid done for 
political advertising campaign, 
Photoshop, client: Brabender-
Cox Media. Opposite page: The 
stars of the TV series “Lost”, ink 
and wash, book illustration.
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A Master Piece

I enjoyed doing live caricature. I must 
have — I did it full time for over 20 
years. I found it challenging in its unique 
dynamic, which demanded a combination 
of speed, accuracy, and interaction with 
the subject, all the while in front of an 
audience. After a while, however, I got a 
little tired of watching all my work being 
carried away in a rolled up tube bag or 
a cheap frame destined for the wall of 
someone’s basement rec room, or on a 
refrigerator via a magnet shaped like an 
ear of corn, or some dusty junk drawer. I 
knew live caricature was always going to 
be some part of my career as an artist, but 
I also wanted to branch out and see if I 
could become an illustrator doing comics, 
cartoons, advertising, magazine illustration 
… wherever “humorous illustration” 
was needed. I wanted to be a freelance 
illustrator — I just needed to know where 
to begin.

I get a kick out of people who seem to 
think you get “discovered” as an illustrator 
and that overnight you go from doing 
art for your local church social to TIME 
magazine covers. That happens to no one. 
A freelance career is something you have 
to develop over the course of many years, 
slowly building a client base while tirelessly 
pursuing jobs. Developing that freelance 
career takes a combination of hard work, 
perseverance, determination, fearlessness 
in the face of failure, and a bit of luck. 
By the way, that last one isn’t totally out 

of your control — luck is something you 
make for yourself. Luck in freelancing is 
simply having your work on the desk of an 
art director right at a time when they are 
thinking they need an illustrator with your 
set of skills for a job. The previous four 
elements of building that freelance career 
set up that fifth one ... you make the luck.

The most valuable piece of advice I ever 
got about freelancing came from the great 
caricature illustrator David Levine, and 
he told it to me in that timeless repository 
of all wisdom and great thoughts: the 

restroom. It was 2000 and I was then 
president of the NCN (for you young 
members, the former name of ISCA) and 
had organized a mini-con around a panel 
presentation on caricature taking place 
in Minneapolis as part of the American 
Association of Editorial Cartoonists 
convention. In addition to David, the 
panel also contained Philip Burke, David 
Cowles and Steve Brodner, moderated 
by Bob Staake. About 20 NCN members 
were in the audience thanks to a special 
fee that local host and editorial cartoonist 
Steve Sack got for us just for the panel. It 

was enlightening — not surprising, given 
the talent on the stage.

After the program, I was in the hotel lobby 
bathroom when Mr. Levine entered and 
came up to the urinal next to me. We were 
observing the male ritual of staring straight 
ahead into the tiles while engaging in small 
talk as we relieved ourselves. He told 
me he noticed I had asked several good 
questions on freelancing.

“Do you want to know the real secret to a 
successful career in freelance illustration?” 

He asked.

“Uh.... yes!” I replied.

“People,” he said. “That’s the key to 
making a living and being successful as 
a freelance illustrator. It’s all about people 
and building relationships with people.” 

He went on to say that doing good work 
was what got you your first few jobs, 
but continuing jobs was about building 
relationships of trust and respect with art 

People. That’s the key to making a living 
and being successful as a freelance 
illustrator. It’s all about people and building 
relationships with people. — David Levine“

Continued on page 8
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directors, because they invariably moved 
on to other art director jobs and passed 
your name on to other ADs, who would 
give you jobs and then you’d build a 
relationship with them, eventually creating 
a large web of contacts and people who 
know you were a professional who did 
not only good work but who did it in the 
professional manner they appreciated. That 
was some great advice, and I have built my 
career around it.

As we were flushing and zipping up, he 
commented: “Bathroom wisdom … it’s the 
best kind.”

I agree.

Not that just “knowing people” alone will 
get you very far. The ability to do good, 
eye-catching work that has an appeal to 
art directors is the first order of business. 
Many live caricaturists are great at doing 
a single caricature of a subject, but their 

comfort level stops at the neck. Caricature 
is one of those skills that is “evergreen” in 
the world of illustration, meaning it does not 
go out of style. When you get right down 
to in, most stories, articles, books, shows 
and other media are about people, and 
caricature is a unique and entertaining way 
to depict people that is much more than 
just photography. As a result, caricatures 
are something that work for almost any 
facet of media communication at some 
time or another, and are always in demand. 
The popularity of styles come and go, but 
caricature as an element of illustration is 
here to stay. That means illustrators who 
can do good caricature can always find 
outlets for their work.

Notice I said “illustrators who can 
do caricature” as opposed to just 
“caricaturists.” That’s because when you 
are talking about illustration, it’s more 
than just from the neck up. You have to 
go beyond doing just a caricature of your 
subject’s face. You have to caricature 

the whole universe. One of the 
greatest humorous illustrators of 
all time, Jack Davis, is a perfect 
example of this. Jack’s caricatures 
and drawings of people are instantly 
recognizable — but so are his 
drawings of everything else. A Jack 

Davis fire hydrant 
is unmistakable as 

his work. Likewise 
a Jack Davis chair, or 

fishing boat, or telephone, or 
ham sandwich. Jack’s art shows 

us the universe thorough his eyes, 
all aspects of it. Virtually all great 

humorous illustrators share this talent: 
Mort Drucker, Arnold Roth, Jules Fieffer, 
Sergio Aragonés — the list goes on 
and on. That is one lesson I learned, 
early on, that caricature is only a single 
element in an illustration, and other 
elements need the same amount of 
attention as I would give the caricature.

My freelance path reads like a textbook 
guide for how to start small and slowly 

build a career doing illustration. I started 
when I was still in college in the late 
1980s, doing a few small jobs for some 

of the professors at my school who 
were also art directors for 
ad agencies and design 
firms, and local art like 
kids menus for area 
restaurants. In 1990 I 
got work from a small 
comic book company 

called NOW Comics doing a title called 
Married...with Children, which eventually 
led to a miniseries for Marvel called 
The Coneheads in 1994. I did my first 
magazine illustration for a local publication 
called MPLS ST. PAUL magazine in 
1991, which led to my doing work for the 
Minnesota Twins when that art director 
moved over to do the Twins magazine 
(the Levine Principle in action). In 1993 
I did some of my first advertising work 
when I picked up the ball from another 
artist who was not getting the job done 
on a promotional anti-drugs comic book 
for kids for a company called Business 
and Legal Reports. I ended up doing six 
more comic book projects for them that 
were messages about the inadvisability 
of smoking, drinking, bullying, etc. for 
grade-school-age kids. That work led to 
work for kids magazines like Scholastic, 
and National Geographic for Kids. In 
1997, I did art for a series of CD-ROM 
parody games for a small company called 
Parotty Interactive, which led to a big job 
doing a game for Hasbro called “Super 
Scattergories”. In 1999, I started doing 
work for Cracked Magazine, a now-
defunct MAD rip-off, doing TV and movie 
parodies. In 2000, I was in my first issue 
of MAD. My work at MAD has led to many 
opportunities over the past 13 years. My 
“overnight success” took 15 years of hard 
work and building, and it’s still ongoing 
after 28 years.

I’ve been lucky, but there have been 
many, many more unlucky moments 
overcome than lucky ones taken 
advantage of. During that first 15 years, 
I sent out innumerable postcards and 
tear-sheet promos, invested in ad pages 
in Sourcebooks like the Directory of 
Illustration, and scoured the newsstands 
looking at what kind of artwork different 
publications were using and which 
might be most interested in my style of 
illustration, then adding them to my mailing 
list. One key ingredient: I used the financial 
bedrock of my live caricature work to pay 
the bills when I was struggling to find 
steady freelance work. Most illustrators 
have to have a “day job” for a long while 
until they get that client base built up, I 
was lucky my day job was still being an 
artist. That gave me not only time to find 
and develop those client relationships that 
David Levine later advised me about, but 
to develop my skills as well and become a 
better illustrator. Without my live caricature 
work and experience, I’d not have ever 
made it as a freelancer.

Continued from page 7
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Today’s world of publication may be 
shrinking, but it’s far from dead. There 
is plenty of work out there, especially for 
illustrators who are adept at caricature. 
So far, no one has written a computer 
program that can create a caricature 
— you still need an artist to do that. 
While some of the larger magazines 
are struggling, there are still hundreds 
and hundreds of niche publications out 
there with small to medium circulations 
that need illustrations for their articles. 
It’s the dirty little secret of freelance 
illustrators that no one earns a living 
doing TIME covers. Most illustrators — 
even the big names like Payne, Brodner, 
Burke, etc. — make a living doing work 
for magazines you’ve probably never 
heard of, like Snow Country (winter 
sports), Detour (fashion/pop culture), 
Broadcasting and Cable (TV/cable 
industry), UTNE Reader (politics/
opinion), Financial Planning (accounting 
industry) or Contingencies (actuary 
industry). I’ve worked for all those and 
many more you would not recognize. 
They pay decently, and there are a 

lot more of them than there are TIME, 
People or MAD. TV/film, advertising, 
products and the Internet aren’t going 
away, and there are clients in those 
areas of media who need illustration as 
well, especially caricatures.

For those who want to branch out into 
publication illustration, tomorrow is never 
as good a time to do so as today is. Put 
together a nice collection of your most 
appealing work, start looking around 
your area for companies and potential 
clients who might be looking for artwork, 
and start pounding the pavement. The 
children’s menu you design and illustrate 
for the corner family diner is the first step 
on a path that might lead to that fabled 
TIME cover. You’ll never know until you 
step onto the path. 

Opposite page: Clint Eastwood for book cover, Photoshop. Above: “The Dork Knight Returns” 
parody for MAD #519, February 2013, pen and ink, Photoshop. Right: “Kim City” Illustration 
for MAD #473, Jan 2007.

Tom Richmond has been a member of the ISCA since 1997 and won the Golden Nosey in 1998 
and 1999. He was president of the ISCA in 2000 and 2001. He owns caricature operations in 
several theme parks around the country, and has been a freelance illustrator and cartoonist since 
1985. In 2012 he was awarded the National Cartoonists Society’s highest honor, the Reuben 
Award for “Cartoonist of the Year”, and is currently president of the NCS. He works out of a studio 
in his Burnsville, Minnesota home.  
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Eyes fascinate us. Not just us, as caricature 
artists, but us as human beings. They are the 
windows to the soul, the primary tool used to 

flirt, where you look to tell if someone is lying, the 
connection point between our inner selves and the 
outside world; in short, there is a long, long history 
of people raising eyes to a very high status, far 
above other facial features. And this overemphasis 
is certainly seen in caricature — if this notion is im-
bedded in our psychology as human beings, we as 
craftspeople must examine this and either exploit it 
or, sometimes, compensate for it. One “trick” I was 
taught early in my career was to leave the pupils 
and irises for last, so that the drawing wasn’t

Trivia and Scientific Tidbits about  
Our Favorite Facial Feature

by Celestia Ward

“looking back at you” as you worked on it. This, 
I was told, helps you see the caricature as a 
series of shapes rather than just looking at 
those two finished eyes and (subconsiously or 
consciously) slacking off as you draw the rest of 
the face. Likewise, onlookers frequently cannot 
see the resemblance of a blank-eyed carica-
ture until that magic moment when you fill in 
the eyeballs. Then, kapow! Instant recognition. 
People describe that step as “breathing life into 
the picture.” Many spectators seem only able to 
express their praise as “Look at the eyes! You 
got his eyes just right — wow, it’s all in the eyes, 
isn’t it?”

Well, is it? I could spend time talking about the 
micro muscular movements around the eyes 
that cue for certain emotions, or the lighting 
aspects for rendering the wet surface of the eye 

The Beholder of 

the Eye
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— but I am no art instructor. Caricaturing in a 
live setting is, to me, as much about psychol-
ogy and human interaction as it is about the 
line work. So let’s look at some psychosocial 
trivia about the eyes.

Plenty of people have believed there was 
more to the eyes than … well, what meets 
the eye. In the 19th century, a German 
minister named Emanuel Felke pioneered 
“iridology,” the notion that iris tissue corre-
sponded to systemic health. Speckles at the 
six-o’clock position of the iris meant kidney 
trouble, speckles at the nine-o’clock area 
meant lung issues, and so on. American chi-
ropractor Bernard Jensen tried to popularize 
the pseudoscience of iridology back in the 
1950s, but there has never been any clinical 
data to back up iridology’s claims. So, like 
phrenology, physiognomy, and a bunch of 
other fanciful health-related notions, iridology 
has proven really no more useful than read-
ing your tea leaves when it comes to diag-
nosing a health concern. Turning from health 
and looking instead to personality traits, 
we find a field that’s piled even higher and 
even deeper. People with green eyes are 
passionate, and enjoy nature, while those 
with brown eyes are intelligent, reliable, and 
create a warm home life. Blue-eyed people 
are more spiritual and outgoing; they love 
having many friends. Well, depending on 
which online quiz you go to, feel free to mix 
and match these very generic traits, as they 
were in no way consistently applied from 
site to site. And most of the world has brown 
eyes — so do all of the people on one of 
these brown-eyed continents have the exact 
same personality profile? Doubtful.

Now to some real science: Eye color can 
tell us about the genetic background of a 
person, but only to a certain extent. While 
the simplified genetics many of us were 
taught in middle-school science claimed eye 
color resulted from a simple dominant-reces-
sive gene interaction (leading some kids to 
wonder if they were adopted), we now know 
that it depends on at least 15 different genes. 
Though parents’ eye color makes for certain 
probabilities, for those with even a little varia-
tion in their family tree, any color is possible. 
For instance, two brown-eyed parents can 
indeed have a blue-eyed child, no mailman 
required. Blue eyes (and the other lighter 
colors) resulted from a mutation on the OCA2 
gene, which essentially “turns off” the pro-
duction of brown melanin pigment. Human 
eyes do not contain blue or green pigments. 
Rather, the non-brown colors are produced 
structurally — resulting from the interaction 
of light on the microscopic structure of the 
stroma of the iris. Similarly, peacock feathers 
also only contain brown pigments, but their 

microscopic structure makes them appear 
iridescent blue and green.

Genetic researchers have traced all blue-
eyed people back to a single ancestor with 
this mutation who lived near the Black Sea 
around 6,000 to 10,000 years ago. Before 
that time, all humans had brown eyes. 
Some speculate that the trait spread quickly 
because of sexual selection: blue eyes were 
found attractive, and so, on average, blue 
eyes = more action = more offspring = a 
higher percentage of blue-eyed folks in the 
population as time goes on. While it smacks 
of racism or at the least cultural relativism to 
state that any eye color is inherently “more 
attractive” than another, it does stand to 
reason that something new or rare can seem 
more attractive simply due to novelty. In my 
retail environment, dealing with customers 
from all over the globe, I have noticed that 
the people who have “blue-eye envy” are 
more often from places where brown eyes 
dominate, while the average brown-eyed 
person from Ireland or Sweden is quite 
happy with their dark eye color. And, though 

anecdotes are not hard data, I must say I 
have a dark-eyed African American friend 
who told me his attractiveness quotient shot 
through the roof when he moved to Utah, 
where he stood out as exotic among the 
mostly blond, blue-eyed population.

Now, back to the caricature chair. Iridology 
and personality-test bunkum aside, I have 
found that you can indeed gain some insight 
about people based on their eyes — or, 
specifically, how they answer the question 
“What color are your eyes?” Indoors, at a 
distance of a couple meters, it can be tricky 
to tell. So I ask. Over the past 22 years, I 
have asked thousands and thousands of 
people what color their eyes are, and without 
really meaning to, I have developed a bit of a 
cold-reading routine. Many people reflexively 
answer with “Oh they change, depending 
on what I’m wearing or what kind of light 
I’m in.” This tells me that very few people 
have enough knowledge of light and color to 
understand that that is universally true of all 
eyes and, indeed, any thing of any color. Our 
perception of color depends heavily on the 
surrounding colors. Some people will embark 
upon a long, meandering tale of how their 
eyes are some never-before-cataloged color 

and everyone they know remarks upon them 
and they turn an eerie shade of turquoise 
every full moon, or some such nonsense. 
This tells me that the person in front of me 
is sociable, maybe a bit self-involved, and 
grasping for something, anything, that makes 
them special. Some men, when asked what 
color eyes they have, will look confused and 
then turn to the woman next to them and 
blankly ask, “Honey?” This tells me that they 
have probably been married quite a while! 
Some teenagers or young adults will get 
drawn wearing obvious tinted contact lenses, 
but they will try to play it off like it’s their real 
color. This tells me they’ve got that conflicting 
mixture of vanity, a self-conscious desire to 
alter themselves, and a cocky naiveté that 
makes them think they are fooling people far 
older and wiser than they are.

Oddly enough, these traits are also what 
make people want to get a caricature! 
Someone might be getting drawn because 
they want an image that will help them feel 
unique, cool or fascinating (even if they aren’t 
so much). Someone else might be getting 

drawn simply because their wife made them 
sit down. And youthful vanity coupled with 
the desire to alter a few things about one’s 
appearance is probably the number-one 
motivator that gets folks into my chair!

 But some people I ask about eye color — 
no, I should say a great many of them — an-
swer with one word. A word that has come to 
be a longtime irritant of mine. A word I would 
strike from the lexicon if I had the power. It 
shouldn’t irk me as much as it does; it’s just 
one little two-syllable word, after all. But it 
tells me NOTHING. That word, if you haven’t 
guessed, is hazel. And it is not an answer, for 
it provides no information and means many 
different colors to many different people. At 
least when it comes to things that aren’t eyes, 
we realize it’s useless as a descriptor. No 
one says they have a hazel pickup truck or a 
hazel pair of shoes that matches their hazel 
handbag. What would that even mean?

Shakespeare is said to have coined the 
term in “Romeo and Juliet” (1592), where 
he used it to mean reddish-brown eyes that 
were the color of ripe hazelnuts. Since then, 
however, it has come to mean a wide array 

Continued on page 12

Genetic researchers have traced all blue-eyed 
people back to a single ancestor with this 
mutation who lived near the Black Sea around 
6,000 to 10,000 years ago. Before that time, 
all humans had brown eyes.

the Eye
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of colors, from gray to light blue-green to nearly 
dark brown. From what I have seen, driver’s 
licenses and military IDs do not seem to follow 
any particular rules about what qualifies, either. 
So the answer “hazel” must always be followed 
with “What KIND of hazel?” To this end, I have 
made a handy chart that you can cut out and 
laminate, should you wish to use it at your place 
of business. May it serve you well.

So, is it “all in the eyes”? Surely not. But there 
are a lot of interesting facets to our little ocular 
orbs. Work long enough in this business and 
you will eventually run into a subject who really 
does have amazing eyes. Twice now I have 
drawn subjects who had the extremely rare 
red-violet eye color that results for some with 
albinism. Heterochromia and chimerism pro-
duce strikingly mismatched eyeballs, and I even 
ran into a fellow who pulled out his old driver’s 
license to show me how his eyes started out 
dark brown and slowly faded to light green-
blue (no contacts, trust me I’m good at spotting 
those). I did a little research and, sure enough, 
such a thing is possible. The melanocytes in the 
iris continually produce pigment, and while most 
people who experience an eye color change 
do so within the first year of life, sometimes the 
pigment production can gradually drop off as a 
result of puberty, pregnancy, illness, injury, or 
as a side-effect of medication. So the next time 
your customer starts talking about their eyes 
(and people do LOVE talking about their eyes), 
give them some interesting trivia and dispel 
some myths. And please, I beg you, try to get 
them to stop using the word “hazel.”

Celestia Ward works as half of Two Heads Studios 
in Las Vegas, NV, and can be found airbrushing 
caricatures at Planet Hollywood on the fabulous Las 
Vegas Strip.  

Continued from page 11

by Aaron Philby
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In memory of 
Lee Suckow
1937-2013

Lee was a longtime member of  NCN/ISCA  and 
was awarded a lifetime membership by former 
ISCA president Steve Hearn in 2011. Since then Lee 
became a regular contributor to the EF as his way 
to give back to the organization.
One morning I had a voice message from the Suck-
ows. I was surprised when I heard Lee’s wife Louise 
on the phone. First, she wanted to make sure that I 
had everything I needed for Lee’s next installment 
of “Moving On” for this issue of Exaggerated Fea-
tures. The second thing was to inform me that Lee 
had passed away a couple of days earlier. Though 
I knew that Lee had been fighting Parkinson’s for 
years, I was still shocked. He had just emailed me 
a couple of last minute changes the Friday before. 
Unbeknownst to me he was fighting and writing up 
until the end. 
Lee enjoyed being an ISCA member. Louise said he 
would light up every time the EF came in the mail. 
And loved retelling the story of when Steve Hearn 
called (all the way from England!) and offered him a 
lifetime membership.
Lee was a kind soul and a dedicated artist and 
will be missed by his family and friends. He also 
enjoyed drawing and helping others become artists 
too, as we see in his last article. We dedicate this 
issue to Lee and his life as an artist. For now he has 
truly moved on.- editor 

Various self portraits of Lee, 
including one with his wife, 
Louise, and his take on Norman 
Rockwell’s (one of the artists Lee 
really admired) self portrait
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Moving On... 

By Lee Suckow

Without a doubt, there are a great number 
of ways the members of ISCA have 
become active caricaturists. Each indi-

vidual has had unique experiences and has been 
given opportunities that may be somewhat similar 
to those of others in the organization. When I look 
back at the events that brought me into this busi-
ness, first I see smiling housewives standing in the 
backyards of their homes while delicious odors 
fill the air. These ladies are enjoying the sight of 
two small boys, about 8 years of age, pulling a toy 
wagon up the driveway toward their kitchen doors. 
On the wagon they have placed a cardboard box 
and a folder in which they have inserted a pack 
of pages carefully detached from a coloring book 
and decorated with wax crayons, colored pencils, 
and watercolor pens. Some of the women are will-
ing to make a trade—two homemade cookies for 
three colorful papers. Others tell the boys to be on 
their way, but the “sales” they achieve keep them 
going door-to-door, excitedly putting cookies of 
various flavors: peanut butter, coconut, chocolate 
chip and some popular specialties — like cookies 
with bright red maraschino cherries — into the box 
on their wagon.

Add a couple years to the lifetimes of these 
enterprising schoolboys. Now I see a smiling 
sixth-grade teacher. She teaches Social Studies, 
which in the past had been known as History and 
Geography, with a dash of Civics tossed into the 
mix. She hands the older boy a reference book; 
he pages through it until he reaches the chapter 
dealing with the American Civil War. He selects 
a photograph of Abraham Lincoln seated on an 
impressive White House chair. For the next two 
weeks, he stays after school every day to work 
on a drawing that fills a 3-foot-by-3-foot chalk-
board panel located in the rear of the sixth-grade 
classroom. The Social Studies teacher makes a 
point of asking fellow instructors to take a look at 
the chalk drawing. Their complimentary remarks 
encourage the young artist to take on more and 
bigger projects.

An older sister completes her high school 
requirements at the age of 16 and heads for 
Chicago, where she enrolls in a teachers college. 
Mom likes to keep in touch with her daughter, 
and suggests that some cartoons be drawn and 
put in the mail. Within a week or so, the family 
receives a letter from Chicago. The girls in the 
dorm are quite impressed with the comical draw-
ing, and several request drawings they can place 
on the walls of their rooms. The budding artist 
creates more cartoons and honors every request 
from his sister’s fellow students. His drawing 
skills continue to improve.

The years roll on. High school activities, football 
and basketball games, dances, dating, fill the 
young artist’s schedule. The faculty adviser for 
the yearbook appoints him to the position of 
Official Yearbook Cartoonist. Several fellows join 
his committee, and they all have a good time 
creating single-panel gag cartoons that have high 
school themes. Our hero can’t resist the urge 
to place images of classmates and members of 
the high school faculty and administration in the 
cartoons. A new word is added to his vocabulary: 
CARICATURE.

And so it was that the experiences and influ-
ences that led me along the way to becoming 
a caricature artist started very early in my life. 
Those housewives who got such a kick out of our 
coloring book pages being “sold” for home-made 
cookies had no idea that they were putting my 
pal Bob and me on paths heading for a satisfy-
ing and fully enjoyable business. Now it is my 
turn to be the instigator of events and situations 
that will open opportunities for some other future 
caricaturist.

About 10 years ago, Shirley, the grandmother 
of my friend Justin and a fellow member of our 
church, suggested that we go out to the edge 
of town to take a look at a full-size highway 
billboard that carried a large reproduction of an 
anti-smoking message that Justin had created. 
He was the winner of a poster contest conducted 
by STATS, a nonprofit organization sponsored 
by Mercy General Hospital and its services 
committee. Justin was 13 years old and had 
just finished eighth grade at Orchard View High 
School. A woman representing the STATS orga-
nization had visited his classroom earlier in the 
year, calling on the students to enter the contest. 
Designs were evaluated by panels of middle 
school students and Community Foundation 
staff. We did as Shirley recommended, and were 
impressed with Justin’s artwork. A few weeks 
later, Shirley and her husband brought Justin 
and his mother, Maureen, to our home for a visit. 
Justin and I got acquainted and spent some time 
sketching in my basement studio and looking at 
drawings I had done throughout the years at art 
fairs and other events.

My next contact with Justin took place after he 
had a summer job drawing caricatures at the 
amusement park north of Muskegon, a resort 
called “Michigan’s Adventure” operated by the 
company that runs Cedar Point in Ohio. Although 
he was just a sophomore in high school, he had 
been hired to join a team of experienced artists, 
drawing caricatures regularly at the park. Gener-

GETTING 
INTO THE 
BUSINESS



ally, young artists were given some training 
by the park’s personnel, but Justin was hired 
at the last minute when the park was opening 
for the season and so was put to work imme-
diately without prior orientation. In the fall of 
that year, Justin and his grandparents came 
to our home again. It was great fun to hear 
Justin telling of his adventures at Michigan’s 
Adventure. I asked him to demonstrate the 
method he used, and I videotaped his step-by-
step way of creating black-and-white pen-and-
ink caricatures and recorded his comments 
on a VHS cassette.

Early last year, Justin came to my rescue 
when I found myself unable to keep a drawing 
commitment. I had agreed to do four pen-and-
ink “heads only” caricatures. The client had 
provided good, sharp photos of four young 
men who were to be participants in a wedding 
ceremony. The date when these drawings 
had to be ready was fast approaching. I com-
pleted one of the four faces, but before I could 
get a second drawing under way, my plans 
were interrupted by an emergency surgery 
for a hernia, making the project impossible for 
me to handle. Believe it or not, I had drawn 
a 32"x40" pastel chalk poster of the surgeon 
who was doing the repair, his wife and two 
daughters, more than twenty-five years 
before, when this doctor was welcomed to 
Muskegon by his associates. I’m glad I had 
this operation after all those years, because 
by now the doctor surely had enough experi-
ence that I could feel confident that he would 
do the job right, and he could use up-to-date 
techniques. He did not sew me back together, 

nor use staples; he closed me up using glue! 
My wife contacted Justin, and he went to 
work on the three remaining drawings. He 
finished the project in a timely fashion, and 
when he received the payment for the work, 
he handed me one-fourth of the fee. I should 
have insisted that he keep that portion of the 
money, too, as a reward for taking over so 
readily, but, “Ve gets too soon old and too 
late schmart.”

Shirley and John are very proud of their 
grandson’s achievements. They told me that 
Justin was planning to attend college to study 
art. He first went to Muskegon Community 
College, where he took classes in art history, 
painting and drawing. He then transferred 
to Kendall College of Art and Design in 
Grand Rapids, where he is working toward a 
bachelor’s degree in illustration. After taking 
time off working at a video rental store to build 
up his funds, he is ready to return to Kendall 
to continue his education.

Justin has been visiting with me quite 
regularly, and, with the cooperation of ISCA 
officials, I’ve given him a number of copies 
of back issues of our EF magazine. We’ve 
sat down together to view DVDs and VHS 
tapes showing activities at NCN and ISCA 
conventions, and caricature artists at work in 
locations such as Busch Gardens in Florida 
using videotapes supplied by fellow ISCA 
member Jorge Lassus. I gave him a good 
supply of pastel chalks and a stack of drawing 
paper, my “Trojan Horse” drawing bench, and 
my “art on the go” fold-up easel, similar to 

the item described in the summer 2011 EF 
article written by Sean Gardner (pages 10-15). 
These supplies, tools and pieces of equip-
ment have been very useful to me, but I can 
no longer handle them. I’m very pleased that 
I can put them into the capable hands of my 
friend Justin.

 We caricaturists are a very special bunch of 
people. We gladly share friendly relations with 
each other, demonstrate our techniques and 
help each other improve our skills, and enjoy 
the creativity that goes into our work. We 
simply cannot keep these positive qualities 
to ourselves, as though they were the private 
property of individual artists. I urge the mem-
bers of ISCA to seek ways to build a continu-
ally improving trade association, and be sure 
to provide encouragement to young artists 
who will join us in the joys of caricaturing.

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NOTE: My pal, Bob, lived just a few houses 
down the street from my parents’ home. His folks 
went all out to encourage not only their son but 
me as well to create art. His mom did not mind 
cleaning up after us when we got a little wild with 
our finger painting projects and spattered her 
kitchen with paint. Bob’s parents decorated the 
walls of their house with Bob’s artwork. When 
we were in our teens, they paid the costly tuition 
price so Bob could attend art school at the Al-
bright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo, N.Y. After his 
military service in Vietnam, Bob settled in Texas 
where he painted large canvases depicting the 
beauty of the American Southwest.  
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1.  Here is a photograph of me taking pictures of Justin’s drawings 
which he did when he took over during my hospitalization.

2. This is the prize-winning billboard that Justin designed at age 13.

3.  Here is a caricature I did of Justin.

1

2

3
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As caricature artists, many of us spend a lot of time crouched 
over lap easels, hunched over computers or drawing tables. 
Years of this, combined with bad posture, can lead to pain-
ful moments, stiffness and a literal “pain in the neck.” As the 
curve of my back slowly begins to resemble that of a turtle, I 
asked my friend Melanie Rogers for some advice. Melanie is 
a former ballerina and current pilates instructor in San Diego 
at Fitness Quest 10, voted one of the top ten fitness studios 
in the nation by Men’s Health Magazine. Here are some easy 
stretches she recommends. - Editor

by Melanie Rogers, M.S., L.Ac 

Posture Police

Debbo Burmeister demonstrates bad posture (top) 
versus good posture (bottom)

Poor posture is the leading cause 
of neck pain and injuries, and 
is exacerbated when one sits 

over a desk or in front of an easel for 
long periods of time. Rounded shoul-
ders tighten the pectoral (chest) 
muscles and weaken the upper back 
muscles, and a forward protruding 
head causes neck extensor muscles 
to be weak and tight. Poor posture 
can lead to more than just an unflat-
tering appearance: headaches, neck 
pain, and premature joint degenera-
tion can be other unfortunate results. 
Two exercises are imperative to help 
alleviate neck pain and improve 
posture overall: chin tucks and the 
chest stretch. These help lessen the 
forward bend you can acquire when 
looking down or forward at a com-
puter or easel. 
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Chest Stretch 
This exercise helps to open and stretch the pecto-
ral muscles,as well as  straighten and release the 
neck extensors, eliminating the forward rounding 
of shoulders. All you need for this exercise is access 
to a doorway. 
Stand in the doorway with your body aligned with 
the wall. Bend your elbow at 90 degrees as shown  
Place your forearm against the doorframe and posi-
tion the bent elbow at shoulder height or slightly 
higher than the shoulder. Make sure the shoulder is 
down and not lifted up toward your ear.  Slowly lean 
forward, or turn away from the wall until you feel a 
stretch through the chest, shoulder, and armpit. Be 
sure to keep your head up and maintain good pos-
ture. Hold stretch for about 15-30 seconds. Remem-
ber to breathe normally and don’t hold your breath. 
Then repeat with opposite arm. Do up to three sets. 
Follow exercise with Chin Tucks.
Tip: Upper chest becomes more stretched with 
elbow lower. Lower chest and pectoralis minor 
become more stretched with elbow higher.

Chin Tuck
This exercise strengthens the muscles in the front 
of the neck, called the deep neck flexors (longus 
colli and longus capitus) as well as the muscles that 
pull the head back over the spine and shoulders 
(the upper thoracic extensors). Chin tucks also pro-
vide a stretch for the suboccipitals at the back of 
the neck and the scalenes on the side of the neck. 
This exercise can easily be done anywhere at any 
time. While driving in the car, sitting at your desk or 
even lying in bed at night. Do this as often as you 
remember throughout the day.
From your usual head position, pull the chin 
inwards, giving yourself a “double chin.” Hold for 
a few seconds each time, and then release. Make 
sure you don’t release by jutting your chin too far 
forward. Think of it as just releasing to a neutral 
position. Do 10 chin tucks. 

Melanie, a San Diego native, grew up studying classical ballet.  
While dancing, Melanie completed her Master’s of Science 
in Oriental Medicine.  Melanie completed her comprehensive 
Pilates training in New York as a way to offer multiple effective 
modalities to her clients suffering from muscular issues.  She is 
currently a Pilates trainer at Fitness Quest 10 in San Diego.
 

The techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document are not intended as a substitute for medical advice! Consult your physician or health care 
professional before performing any new exercise or exercise technique, particularly if you are pregnant or nursing, elderly, or have any chronic or 
recurring conditions. Any application of the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at the reader’s sole discretion and risk.
The author and publisher of this document and their employers make no warranty of any kind in regard to the content of this document, including, 
but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and publisher of this document and 
their employers are not liable or responsible to any person or entity for any errors contained in this document, or for any special, incidental, or conse-
quential damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this document.  

CHIn TuCk

CHeST STReTCH 
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In this drawing, I was in no 
way trying to make any state-
ment good or bad about 

Obama. His face is simply 
wonderful to draw. I think a lot 
of people agree that his face 
screams out “DRAW ME!” “Hey 
look at this narrow face with 
these huge ears sticking out!” 
Also there are a gazillion good 
reference photos on the web. 
The lighting of this reference 
photo really grabbed me when 
I saw it. I had plenty of fun ren-
dering the sunlight and shad-
ows as they fell on his features.

The Progression 
of a PresidentSTEP 

STEPby

by Sam Sutton

1

2 3

A glimpse into the art process of  
ISCA member, Sam Sutton
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Sometimes, I just draw what I see. 
But with Obama, I had seen so many 
photos of him that I had more time to 
process what I would exaggerate. At 
first I lay down a loose form sketch 
just to get the overall shape. I then 
begin sketching the placement of the 
features and “adjust” the face shape 
as needed until it’s to my liking. His 
nose is rather wide so I made it a bit 
larger. The reference photo I used 
had great contrast in lighting and 
also captured his mouth while speak-
ing so I played on that and drew his 
mouth larger and kept the same pose 
which was in mid-sentence. His 
ears are also on the large side and 
jut out well away from his head so 
there was yet another opportunity. I 
wanted to make his jaw a little nar-
rower and the chin a little longer (in 
my opinion if you make his chin too 
long you can lose some of the like-
ness). The top of his head, eyes and 
eyebrows are very close to a portrait 
and this was intentional.

As with most drawings, it all starts 
with a loose sketch, in this case 
in pencil. Some people do several 
thumbnail sketches prior to the final 
but I prefer to rework the same 
sketch (erase, redraw, etc) until I am 
satisfied I can take it to another level.

Obama likes to point during his 
speeches. I thought it would add an 
element of his character if his hand 
was included in the drawing. Since 
my original reference photo didn’t 
show his hand I found a separate 
photo and used it to include the hand 
in the drawing.

If I like the overall look of the sketch, 
I add more details. I wanted the 
finished drawing to be a bit bigger 
so I enlarged the sketch on a copier. 
I then traced the basic lines of the 
sketch onto 100 lb. smooth bristol us-
ing a light table. The finished drawing 
will be done with a black Prismacolor 
pencil. I sketch in pencil quite fre-
quently, but it’s difficult to get regular 
pencil to be as dark as Prismacolor 
pencils. I think colored pencils also 
translate better in a photo.

Now that I have my basic facial 
foundation, the next phase involves 
concentrating on the reference 
photo, its details and how they will 
translate to the drawing. I chose the 
reference photo for the expression 
(looks like mid-sentence during an 
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intense speech) and because of the 
outdoor lighting.

To render the hair I simply tried to mim-
ic the texture of hair in my reference 
photo and paid attention to the light and 
dark values. For some details it takes a 
concentrated look to see what’s going 
on with certain features and how they 
work together.

It’s always a fun challenge to bring out 
light reflections contrasted with dark lines 
and recesses. Photos of a drawing are 
only so good — the original is always 
better and the contrast is more apparent.

This drawing was purely for my own 
enjoyment. I plan to do more drawings 
like this one as I get time if I ever work 

through my list of commissions. Mr. 
Obama is framed and hanging in my 
basement studio. 

Here’s the finished drawing. I hope 
to do more in this style. It’s one of my 
favorites!

Sam currently lives in Smithville, Ohio with 
his wife, Connie, who supports his drawing 
addiction and has attended a couple of cons. 
Sam has been an ISCA member since 2008 
and enjoys entertaining at gigs all around 
northeast Ohio and doing gift caricatures and 
pencil portraits when he finds time. He has 
an enjoyable day job which is in no way art 
related so it’s always a challenge to make 
time to indulge his inner artist.  
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Why You need to  
Accept More than Cash
If you are one of the many artists who have 
been working your art business part time and 
have moved it up to full time, or you have ex-
panded it to hiring other artists, then dealing 
with cash is no longer an option. I had a fellow 
entertainer tell me the other day she only 
deals in cash. The way it worked is that when 
the work was done she expected to get paid. 
As much as we all would like to work like that, 
the reality is quite different. 

In my employed days, I was the supervisor for 
a fleet of trucks for a very large corporation 
that was global in scale. When I purchased a 
product the vendor would invoice me and I 
would in turn approve the invoice and send 
it through our system. Our system would 
send that invoice from our plant in Ontario 
Canada electronically to Argentina. It would 
be processed and sent to California, where the 
cheque would be written, and mailed to my 
vendor who was around the corner from my 
office. That whole process took approximately 
60-90 days. So when the vendor called me 
for payment all I could tell them was it was in 

the mail, somewhere. Most of my corporate 
clients have similar systems and the larger the 
company, the slower the system, especially if 
they have outsourced the work. Even the ones 
I work for regularly pay within 30 days which is 
exceptional. 

So as a small artist or entertainer you have 
to understand the system and make sure 
you have money coming in because it will 
take some time to get paid by some clients. 
Stop thinking like it’s a job. As long as you are 
always invoicing clients and getting work, your 
cash flow should go all right. If you are working 
job to job you will find the process very painful. 
There are some ways that you can increase 
your cash flow and speed up payments. Sign 
up to accept credit cards; many large compa-
nies will pay by credit card and get you your 
money sooner. Take deposits for bookings so 
you are not living out of pocket so much. The 
road of business is not an easy one. Making 
it easy for a client to pay you is the best thing 
you can do to help your bank account. 

Photo by Kelly Brooks, ©2009

Bruce Outridge is an illustrator and author of 
the book How to Start an Artistic Business in 12 
Easy Steps. To order the book or for more infor-
mation visit his website at www.bruceoutridge-
productions.com  

Australia     8
Austria    1
Bahamas     1
Belgium  4
Brazil  4
Canada   21

Denmark    1
England  2
France    2
Germany    3
Great Britain/UK  13
Greece   1

Hong Kong 1
Ireland    1
Italy    1
Japan 23
Malaysia     1
Mexico   1
Netherlands   7

New Zealand 1
Norway   1
Philippines 1
Poland    1
Republic of Ireland 1
Singapore   6

South Korea   16
Spain  9
Sweden    1
Switzerland    1
Taiwan    2
USA    314

ISCA MEMBERSHIP as of 6/30/2013        450 Members representing 32 countries

Visit  http://eindhovenminicon.blogspot.com  for more information

by Bruce Outridge

Where: Hotel La Reine, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
What: Seminars, workshops, guest speakers, Artfight.

http://www.bruceoutridge-productions.com
http://www.bruceoutridgeproductions.com
http://www.bruceoutridge-productions.com
http://eindhovenminicon.blogspot.com
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Until he retired in 2013, Charles Hefling had a day job as 
a professor of theology and philosophy. Along the way he 
has done a lot of cartooning and calligraphy as well as 
caricature, and since its debut twenty years ago he has 
been a contributing artist for the Gay & Lesbian Review. 
Getting the hang of digital painting is his current project. 
His caricature of David Sedaris was done in Corel Painter.

cover contest Winner
David Sedaris 

by Charles Hefling/USA



Alfred hitchcock
by Chris Moore/USA

Gone with the wind
(Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh)

by Emily Anthony/USA
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Barack obama
by Greg Sumbardo/USA

A Day in the life 
by Bob East/USA
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Steven Seagal 
by David García Vivancos/Spain

Benny hill
by Bob Lizarraga/USA
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Daniel Day-Lewis
by Bertand Daullé/France

tracey is here to help!

Have a question regarding  
forum access, member directory  

web pages, or dues? 

Need to change your address,  
have a problem getting your EF or 

wanting to order back issues?

Contact our manager  
Tracey Iverson at  

manager@caricature.org
Caricature by Lorin Bernsen

mailto:manager@caricature.org
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Send artwork, photos, 
announcements and articles to 
efeditor@caricature.org no later 
than August 20th for the next 
issue of Exaggerated Features.
in the email subject line, type “For 
EF:” followed by what you are sending 
(example: “For EF: Showcase”)

PhotoS
• Send all photos as attachments (do not 
embed in the email) 
• Save as JPG, 300 dPi, cmYK. Zipped 
images are oK.
• Longest side should be between 5 and 6 
inches
•	 Name	files	with	what	you	are	sending	
and your name. (example: A showcase 
item from debbie Burmeister would be 
ShowcaseBurmeister.jpg)

ArticLeS
• Send article idea for approval before 
writing. Final article is still due by posted 
deadline.
• Spell check before sending.
•	 Send	as	Word	file	or	typed	directly	in	an	
email
• Should be between 500 and 1000 words.
•  All articles must include photos and/or 
illustrations
• We ask that articles not be displayed 
online or reprinted until six months after 
issue has shipped.

SubmiSSion 
GuidelineS

Not following these guidelines 
may prevent your submission 

from being included. Due to space 
limitations, there is no guarantee 
that all submissions will be used.

Enter for your 
chance to win!

Submit an article,  
cartoon or showcase item to  

efeditor@caricature.org. 
 

If your submission is printed in 
Exaggerated Features, you will be 
entered in the drawing at the 2013 
Annual Convention for an Apple 

Store Gift Card!

Deadline for the next issue: 
August 20th.

Members must be in good standing at the 
time of submission and during the time of the 
entire annual convention to be eligible to win. 
Winners from previous years are ineligible 
to win again. Drawing to be conducted at the 
awards banquet from all submissions printed 
in the previous four issues. Printed showcase, 
panel/one-page cartoons = 1 entry. Printed full-
page articles or longer articles =2 entries, How-
to articles, and two-page cartoons = 3 entries. 

An Apple Store Gift card

mailto:efeditor@caricature.org
mailto:efeditor@caricature.org


922 W. Drayton Street
Ferndale, MI 48220 uSA

FIRST CLASS 
u.S. Postage

PAID
Permit # 236

92056

The convention starts with the Ice breaker and registration  
on Sunday, November 17th, 2013 and ends with the Awards 
Banquet on Friday, November 22nd, 2013. 

Details start on page 4.  See you on the beach!

Tradewinds Island Grand Resort 
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Mark your calendars for the 

22nd Annual  
ISCA Convention
returning to the  


